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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the Esmeralda Project for studying

extensive fires involving up to 70 metric tons of sodium.

The design objectives and major features of the

project are presented. The need for sodium fire testing

on such a scale; results from problems of similitude

arising from the extrapolation of previous results

to fires liable to occur in large fast neutron

reactors such as Super-Phe'nix.

THE ESMERALDA PROJECT

1 - MOTIVATION

In 1961, the French Government decided to develop

the sodium-cooled, fast neutron reactor concept, as an

essential part of its nuclear power development program.

Construction of the Rapsodie experimental reactor began

in 1962, followed by the Phe"nix deomonstration reactor in

1968. Today, a full-scale commercial unit, Super-Phe"nix,

is under construction at Creys-Malville.
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Sodium possesses highly suitable physical properties as a

reactor coolant, but its intense chemical reactivity, and

above all its violent reaction to contact with oxygen

and with watery, make the most serious safety precautions

indispensable.

Fundamental and applied research in sodium combustion

a.nd fire control was started at Cadarache in 1972, initially

in the laboratory on quantities of a few grams, then on

gradually increasing quantities, up to about one metric

ton.

A substantial amount of knowledge has been acquired concerning

the mechanisms of sodium combustion, in the form of

pool fires ; both static and dynamic extinctors

(smothering tanks and Marcalina powder) have been

designed; a computing code (Feuna) devised, and several

types of aerosol trapping filters tested.

Uowever, for research and testing to produce results

fully representative of the sodium tonnage and environment

of such a large reactor as Super-Ph6nix, it is necessary

to work on a commensurate scale : hence the Esmeralda

project, with the dual aim of:

. confirming and guaranteeing the safety facilities

and concepts adopted for Super-Phe'nix.

. continuing R & D in fire prevention and control

for subsequent LMFELF plants.'

2 - SCALE EFFECTS

One means of achieving these objectives would be

to conduct tests on reduced-scale models using much smaller

amounts of sodium, and to extrapolate the results

to full-scale using dimensional analysis similitude

criteria defined by concurrent research.
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Although very attractive from an economic standpoint,

this procedure raises a number of problems of its

tfwn. Similar difficulties were also encountered by one of

the French fire-control specialists consulted in

July, 1978 : Professor Delbourgo, Director of the

Combustion and High-Temperature Chemistry Research

Center (CRCCHT) of the CNRS is currently working

under contract to the DGRST on fires involving

polymers and other conventional materials used

in the building industry.

After three years of work, Professor Oelbourgo's

group reached the conclusion - to which we fully

subscribe - that small-scale tests do not account

for the actual full scale behavior of materials for

at least two basic reasons :

- parameters which may go unnoticed at reduced scales

can become preponderant under full-scale conditionss ;

- the physical behavior of the materials and the energy

exchanges with the surrounding media may differ

according to the amount of energy involved.

As a result, the procedure adopted by the CRCCHT is

based on full scale testing to enumerate all the physical

phenomena involved. The group will then attempt to

determine and confirmafthe similitude criteria which

could be used for subsequent reduced scale testing,

but is fully aware that this phase will be long and

difficult.

Moreover, in France there is currently no equivalent

to the bimonthly meetings of specialists on fire analysis



and model representation at the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) in the United States. Professor

Delbourgo is organizing for September, 1978, a working

group on models of all types of fires, with participants

from widely different French research organizations and

corporations confronted by such problems : ONERA (ram

jets), EDF (boilers, fans), CERCHAR (mine galleries),

IFP (hydrocarbons), Rh6ne - Poulenc (polymers) and

CSTB (building materials). A CEA sodium fire

specialist will take part in this work, initially as

an observer.

3 - DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS

a) The sodium tonnage and fire area considered are that

which would result from a total rupture in the Super-

Phe'nix secondary pipes, i.e. 70 tons spread over

an area of 200 m2.

b) The largest component considered is the fuel-drum over flow

catcher tank 0 = 4,4 m, L = 13 m

c) The rate of flow considered in the case of ignited

fine spray is estimated at 2 tons per hour.

d) The steam generator (.5 • G.) tower must be at least

1 : 2 scale, for operation on 20 to 30 tons ofsodium in or-

der to obtain representative aerosol dispersion

with natural ventilation.

The above criteria determine a research facility covering

an area of 2.300 m2 (Fig. 1) and comprising :

a 3.600 m3 caisson measuring 20 X 15 by 12 meters high,

capable of withstanding wall temperatures of 120 to

130°C ( a and b) and 1 bar pressure above atmospheric

(c) ;

. a 2.000 m3 steam generator tower measuring 10 meters

square by 20 meters tall, with natural ventilation

(d).

. ancillaries for sodium storage and generation, preparation

of experiments, treatment of combustion residues, cleaning

of components, and ventilation (including that of the

caisson).

. a dry extinguisher spreading station.
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4 - DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The objectives assigned to the project have been

defined by preliminary studies at Cadarache, and

on the basis of the end-users' requirements. They are

expressed by the following 12 points :

1 - Confirmation on the reactor scale of the

efficiency of the smothering tank ;

2 - Leak collector system design (funnelling floors •

3 - Large scale confirmation of the efficiency of dry

extinghuisher distribution and spreading systems.

In particular, this concerns the operation of the

installed dry flooding system, using models to

reproduce full scale outleakage a) from the Super-

Phe'nix fuel drum overflow catcher tank, and b)

from one of the two sodium storage tanks in the

steam generator building ;

4 - Research on ignited fine spray : Esmeralda will be

able to contain a sodium spray fire flowing at 1.800 kg



per hour, to complete research already done on a

smaller scale ;

5 - Research on combined spray and pool fires:

this is to be carried out on simulated heavy

leaks in parts of loops representing the reactor

environment ;

6 - Validation of computing codes for pool , spray

and combined sodium fires : this concerns both the

existing Feuna code for pool fires and codes yet to

be devised for other types of fires ;

7 - Research on aerosol expulsion from a steam generator

building during a fire, and the dangers of sodium

aerosols : the tests to be run with the model SG building

will concern sodium fires in naturally ventialted premises

the consequent rates of aerosol release into

the atmosphere, and the rate of Na2 O^ transformation

into soda and carbonate.

8 - Research on primary and secondary aerosol filter

efficiency and clogging.

9 - Study of intervention during and after a sodium

fire : processing of combustion residues ; sodium/

sodium oxide separation ; fire-fighter overalls ;

plant repairs after a fire, etc. ;

10 - Design of simplified smothering tanks ;

11 - Validation of computing codes relating to aerosols ;

12 - Research on sodium-water reactions outside the

steam generators.

5 - MEASUREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Parameter data is required to understand the sodium combustion

mechanisms and the behavior of the reactor components

analyzed.

Measurements will concern temperatures and pressures,

humidity ratios, air and fluid flows, hydrogen and oxygen

contents, aerosol concentrations and the thermo-chemical

behaviour of components.

Tests are to be run in the 3600 m3 caisson or in the

SG tower, as applicable ; for example :

- in the caisson, study of the behaviour of the fuel drum

overflow catcher in Super-Ph6nix, in the event of a large

fire caused by outleakage. This test is to be

combined with that of the dry extinguisher flooding

system and powder efficiency (Figure 2)

- in the SG tower, study of the formation of sodium

aerosols in a damp environment and their flows in the

naturally ventilated tower (which will be open to

the atmosphere).

A further part of the research program concerns dispersion

in the environment of sodium oxide aerosols, and

their transformation on contact with the air (Fig. 3).

Parameters are to be continuously recorded (in some

cases after initial processing) for subsequent computer

processing, while gas and solid samples are to be

taken for analysis.
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Component behaviour will be filned at normal or accelerated

speed, and will also be displayed simultaneously by a closed

loop TV system.

The facilities's safety is to be provided in numerous

forms : smothering tanks, filtered exhaust systems,

pressure relief valves, pressurising valves, steel

plating on concrete floors, special walls, paints etc.

All "technical" rooms will be air-tight to 15 millibars.

Finally, a number of critical parameters will displayed

on a control console, and will trigger alarms if preset

thresholds are exceeded. The video circuit will also

be cut in automatically by certain alarms.

6 - IMPLEMENTATION (Figure 4)

The project is designed for research in support of

future LMFBR reactors and is scheduled for completion

simultaneously with Super-Ph^nix at Creys-Malville

In order to be operational by January 1,1982,

site work will have to begin by January 1, 1979.

Csmeralda is intended to-function over a four-year

period ending on December 31, 1985, employing one

engineer and six full-time technicians together

with representatives of the participating organizations.

7 - PARTICIPATION

Initially, the project will be Franco-Italian.

Control is to be vested in a Project head and his assistant

responsible for both technical and financial management.

Programs are to be proposed by a Plans Committee,

submitted to a Liaison Committee for approval

and priority arbitration, then materially defined by

an experiments group, and carried out by an operations

group.
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Safety matters are to be dealt with by a special

commission of the C.E.A. only.

Participation may be subsequently extended to include

other French and foreign organizations, which will

then be represented on the various committees mentioned.
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Figure 5
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Preface

Since establishment of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corporation (PNC), various research work and

development have been carried out to make clear the sodium

fire mechanism, and most of the studies were performed under

contracts between PNC and some organizations. A lot of

information obtained by these studies was applied to the

sodium fire prevention system of LMFBRs and the experimental

facilities in Japan.

In the design of the experimental fast reactor JOYO,

which reached the nominal power of first stage (50MWt) in

July 1978, the means of sodium fire protection is as

follows:

Piping of the primary cooling system is of double-waJ.l

structure filled with inert gas in the annular space so

that any leaked sodium may be retained there without

reaction.

Although inside of the primary system containment room is

usually filled with inert gas, it is replaced with the

air atmosphere during the reactor maintenance. Powder

extinguishers are provided against potential sodium fire

in this maintenance period.

- Piping of the secondary colling system is single-walled

one and exposed to the air atmosphere, so any leaked sodium

may catch fire and react with the thermal insulator.

Powder extinguishers are provided for incipient fire fighting

in this sodium leakage.

In addition, all compartments are divided in sections by

barrage to limit surface area of the pool of spilt sodium,

and equipment with a pit connected by passages to each

compartment so that leaked sodium can be collected and

safely retained.

As for the prototype fast breeder reactor "MONJU", the

Construction Preliminary Design (II) is in progress, and

the establishment of the sodium fires protection techniques

are under way. In this paper, three typical reports are

summarized concerning sodium fire protection techniques.
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